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Casualties of War
2014-12-16

the searing account of a war crime and one soldier s heroic efforts to bring the perpetrators to
justice first published in the new yorker in 1969 and later adapted into an acclaimed film starring
michael j fox and sean penn casualties of war is the shocking true story of the abduction rape and
murder of a young vietnamese woman by us soldiers before setting out on a five day reconnaissance
mission in the central highlands of south vietnam sergeant tony meserve told the four men under his
command that their first objective would be to kidnap a girl and bring her along for the morale of the
squad at the end of the mission meserve said they would kill their victim and dispose of the body to
avoid prosecution for abduction and rape capital crimes in the uniform code of military justice
private first class sven eriksson was the only member of the patrol who refused to participate in the
atrocity haunted by his inability to save the young woman s life he vowed to see meserve and the
others convicted of their crimes faced with the cynical indifference of his commanding officers and
outright hostility from his fellow infantrymen eriksson had the tenacity to persevere he went on to
serve as the government s chief witness in four courts martial related to the infamous incident on hill
192 a masterpiece of contemporary journalism casualties of war is a clear eyed powerfully affecting
portrait of the horrors of warfare and the true meaning of courage

Providing for the Casualties of War
2013-04-29
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war has always been a dangerous business bringing injury wounds and death and until recently often
disease what has changed over time most dramatically in the last 150 or so years is the care these
casualties receive and who provides it this book looks at the history of how humanity has cared for
its war casualties and veterans from ancient times through the aftermath of world war ii

Casualties of War
1988

the best vietnam war novels yet for this age range kirkus reviews morris rudi ivan and beck are best
friends for life so when one of the teens is drafted into the vietnam war the others sign up too
although they each serve in a different branch they are fighting the war together and they promise
to do all they can to come home together of the four it s beck that has the most to lose he s the
smart one of the bunch and he could be should be going to college his parents certainly think so but
he has a pact to honor and so beck enlists in the us air force as their tours of duty near completion
and the war itself spirals further out of control the four best friends are at last on a collision course
will they all survive long enough to be reunited

Casualties of War (Vietnam #4)
2013-01-01

prayer is a powerful weapon a two edged sword not to be wielded carelessly there are certain types
of prayer satan would like us to use although we have authority as the children of god how we fight
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can determine the personal consequences of our spiri

Needless Casualties of War
2000-04-08

according to unicef the number of civilian casualties in war climbed from 5 percent at the turn of the
twentieth century to more than 90 percent at the end of that century additionally the current war
against isis has racked up a staggering number of civilian deaths including children the days when
professional armies fought in contained areas are long gone having been replaced by drone strikes
neighbors shooting at neighbors from apartment windows and massacres in rural villages the
viewpoints in this resource examine this byproduct of modern war and explore strategies for
reducing civilian casualties

Civilian Casualties in War
2018-07-15

based on the true story of a squad of soldiers caught in the moral quagmire of wartime vietnam
witness to a vile crime private eriksson is forced to stand alone against his fellow soldiers and
commanding officer sergeant meserve a powerful and charismatic man pushed over the edge of
barbarism by the terror and brutality of combat box cover note
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Casualties of war
2001

this book is the second in a series that looks at how america has cared for its war casualties and
veterans picking up where the first book left off after world war ii and just before the start of the
korean war and continuing through today

Providing for the Casualties of War
2020-12-15

one of four friends who have volunteered to fight in the vietnam war the intellectual beck is in the air
force where he is part of a crew spraying agent orange but the destruction of the jungle and his
isolation from the fighting going on below is

Casualties of War
2013-11-16

as a historical account of the way in which war and death intersect this book describes the complex
attitude societies have towards death
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War Dead
2006

perhaps you have a loved one fighting for america s freedom perhaps you have lost a loved one to
that war perhaps you are simply an avid supporter of the troops or perhaps you haven t paid that
much attention to the troops or their families left behind no matter who you are the words in
casualties of war will speak to your heart william koch jr lost two precious children to the war his
poems pay tribute to these souls and reveal to all the pain experienced by the families left to cope
william s words also bring into the light the fight for america and will inspire readers to stand up in
support of their country and the men and women battling for them

Casualties of War
2011-08

hawkswick hall is a psychiatric hospital for world war i victims of shell shock when the doctor arrives
to investigate why certain patients are behaving murderously mutilating local livestock and domestic
pets he concludes that an unseen evil force has unleashed their psychic suffering

Casualities of War
2000
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these books provide a range of opinions on a social issue each volume focuses on a specific issue
and offers a variety of perspectives e g eyewitness accounts governmental views scientific analysis
newspaper accounts to illuminate the issue greenhaven press s at issue series provides a wide range
of opinions on individual social issues enhancing critical thinking skills each at issue volume is an
excellent research tool to help readers understand current social issues and prepare reports

Casualties of War
2011

the most comprehensive j accuse of journalism as propaganda in the english language ought to be
read by every young reporter and by those who retain pride in our craft of truth telling not matter
how unpopular or unpalatable the truth john pilger from the preface to the new edition the first
casualty when war comes is truth said american senator hiram johnson in 1917 and in his gripping
now classic history of war journalism phillip knightley shows just how right johnson was from william
howard russell who described the appalling conditions of the crimean war in times london to the
ranks of reporters photographers and cameramen who captured the realities of war in vietnam the
first casualty tells a fascinating story of heroism and collusion censorship and suppression myth
making and propaganda since vietnam knightley finds governments have become much more adept
at managing the media and in new chapters on the falklands the gulf war and the former yugoslavia
he concludes that the war correspondent s role as a seeker of truth is now in jeopardy from reviews
of the first edition this book may make us all a little more free to talk about and find the truth garry
wills new york times book review disturbing even dismaying yet also in its painful way enormously
entertaining new yorker
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The First Casualty
2002

the first casualty when war comes is truth said american senator hiram johnson in 1917 in his
gripping now classic history of war journalism phillip knightley shows just how right johnson was from
william howard russell who described the appalling conditions of the crimean war in the times of
london to the ranks of reporters photographers and cameramen who captured the realities of war in
vietnam the first casualty tells a fascinating story of heroism and collusion censorship and
suppression since vietnam knightley reveals governments have become much more adept at
managing the media as highlighted in chapters on the falklands war the gulf war and the conflict
between nato and serbia over kosovo and in a new chapter on the post 9 11 wars in afghanistan and
iraq knightley details even greater degrees of government manipulation and media complicity as
evidenced by the embedding of reporters in military units and the uncritical openly patriotic
coverage of these conflicts the age of the war correspondent as hero he concludes appears to be
over fully updated the first casualty remains required reading for anyone concerned about freedom
of the press journalistic responsibility and the nature of modern warfare

The First Casualty
2004-10-05

this study of friendly fire on civilians during the london blitz and the attack on pearl harbor exposes
the unknown horror behind these iconic wwii events the london blitz and the japanese attack on
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pearl harbor have ascended to the level of myth for britain and america yet both of these artfully
constructed narratives of heroic resistance to aerial bombardment conceal the massacre of citizens
by the very militaries charged with protecting them in britain thousands of civilians were killed when
the army shelled london and other cities to prevent residents from fleeing the german bombs at
pearl harbor american warships fired their heavy guns at the city of honolulu with devastating results
simon webb begins this volume with an overview of bombing and anti aircraft guns from the franco
prussian war of 1870 1871 through to the first world war he then reveals the casualties which
friendly fire from heavy artillery inflicted upon british and american civilians during world war two in
the case of the british these deaths were a deliberate part of a shockingly cynical policy there were
times during the german bombing of london when more people were being killed by british shells
than by enemy bombs

Secret Casualties of World War Two
2020-02-28

thousands of wounded servicemen returned to japan following the escalation of japanese military
aggression in china in july 1937 tens of thousands would return home after japan widened its war
effort in 1939 in casualties of history lee k pennington relates for the first time in english the
experiences of japanese wounded soldiers and disabled veterans of japan s long second world war
from 1937 to 1945 he maps the terrain of japanese military medicine and social welfare practices
and establishes the similarities and differences that existed between japanese and western physical
occupational and spiritual rehabilitation programs for war wounded servicemen notably amputees to
exemplify the experience of these wounded soldiers pennington draws on the memoir of a japanese
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soldier who describes in gripping detail his medical evacuation from a casualty clearing station on
the front lines and his medical convalescence at a military hospital moving from the hospital to the
home front pennington documents the prominent roles adopted by disabled veterans in mobilization
campaigns designed to rally popular support for the war effort following japan s defeat in august
1945 u s occupation forces dismantled the social welfare services designed specifically for disabled
military personnel which brought profound consequences for veterans and their dependents using a
wide array of written and visual historical sources pennington tells a tale that until now has been
neglected by english language scholarship on japanese society he gives us a uniquely japanese
version of the all too familiar story of soldiers who return home to find their lives and bodies remade
by combat

Casualties of History
2015-05-06

it is often said that the vietnam war taught us that the american public is no longer willing to tolerate
american casualties in u s wars and military operations there are also two contradictory corollaries
one that the first deaths in a conflict will spark demands for immediate withdrawal the other that
casualties lead to an inexorable demand for escalation to victory the truth is far more subtle and
sensible the simplest explanation consistent with the data is that public support for u s military
operations and public tolerance for casualties are based upon a sensible weighing of benefits and
costs that is influenced heavily by consensus or its absence among political leaders when such
agreement is missing even low costs can erode public support for the intervention in the end most
americans do not want lives to be sacrificed for any but the most compelling and promising causes
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and they rely on their leaders to illuminate just how compelling and promising these causes are

Casualties and Consensus: The Historical Role of Casualties
in Domestic Support for U.S. Military Operations
1996

tells about the countless thousands of men who lived as long term casualties in the first world war
not of shrapnel and gas but of the bleak trauma of the slaughter they escaped this book uncovers
the lives of five soldiers who endured the war to end all wars and how they dealt with its horrors both
at the front and after the war s end

Casualty Figures
2007

a look at the young men from one county who died in vietnam to illustrate the patriotic shift that
occurred at that time the reader will see the lure of socialism and how the media reports turned
americans against the vietnam war while the reality of war is brutal freedom will always be
challenged will we maintain it or surrender it
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Unsung Heroes: The Vietnam War Casualties and Truths We
Forgot to Remember
2020-04-20

not all casualties of war die on the battlefield in the wake of world war ii yugoslavia purged its
territory of the ethnic germans who had formed a part of its human mosaic tarred with their ethnic
origins and the conscription of their fighting age men into the waffen ss the volksdeutsche as these
settlers were called were rounded up at the war s end and herded into concentration camps those
who were not murdered or did not die from the harsh conditions were expelled from the village
homes their families had known and loved for three hundred years nine years old when she entered
the concentration camp in 1945 author luisa lang owen survived the persecution of the danube
swabians eventually finding herself in america where she made a new life for herself a life that
nonetheless held within it the memories and lessons of the atrocities she had experienced in her
homeland like thousands of other germans in the danube valley at the end of the war luisa and her
family were chased from their home lodged in a sheep stall and resettled in camps with other
germans from her village shorn of their possessions given little food or fuel pressed into hard labor
beaten by guards and separated from their families many despaired and many died luisa barely
survived as others succumbed to malnutrition disease and exposure her haunting memoir provides a
window into the ethnic cleansing that preceded the recent exterminations in bosnia and kosovo by
fifty years an episode of horrors that has not appeared as even a footnote in descriptions of the more
recent atrocities practiced in that region her testament as a casualty of war bears historic witness
and gives insight into the personal experiences of ethnic cleansing it stands as witness to a massive
crime that has been conveniently forgotten a corrective to a bit of neglect that did away with its
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victims as a people and a personal depiction of what ethnic cleansing is really about the problem
was not just that they did not want us to have or to be luisa lang owen writes they wanted us not to
have been

Battle Casualties and Medical Statistics;
1973

provides tables indicating the number of casualties among amer military personnel serving in
principal wars and combat actions wars covered include the revolutionary war the war of 1812 the
mexican war the civil war the spanish amer war world war i and ii the korean war the vietnam
conflict and the persian gulf war military operations covered include the iranian hostage rescue
mission lebanon peacekeeping urgent fury in grenada just cause in panama desert shield and desert
storm restore hope in somalia uphold democracy in haiti and the ongoing operation enduring
freedom and operation iraqi freedom starting with the korean war more detailed info on types of
casualties and demographics have been included illus

Casualty of War
2002-11-19

the casualty gap shows how the most important cost of american military campaigns the loss of
human life has been paid disproportionately by poorer and less educated communities since the
1950s drawing on a rich array of evidence including national archives data on the hometowns of
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more than 400 000 american soldiers killed in world war ii korea vietnam and iraq this book is the
most ambitious inquiry to date into the distribution of american wartime casualties across the nation
the forces causing such inequalities to emerge and their consequences for politics and democratic
governance

American War and Military Operations Casualties
2010-11

this monograph part of a larger study of ways to reduce collateral damage undertaken for the u s air
force analyzes media and public reactions to civilian casualty incidents whether these incidents
affect media reporting or public support for military operations and if so how it analyzes case studies
of incidents of civilian deaths in the february 1991 bombing of the al firdos bunker in the gulf war the
april and may 1999 attacks on the djakovica convoy and chinese embassy during the war in kosovo
the june 2002 attack involving an afghan wedding party during operations in afghanistan and the
march 2003 incident involving a large explosion in a crowded baghdad marketplace to describe and
explain how the u s and foreign media and publics have responded for each case study the study
team examined press public and leadership responses to these incidents and found the following
first while avoiding civilian casualties is important to the american public it has realistic expectations
about the actual possibilities for avoiding casualties second the press reports heavily on civilian
casualty incidents third adversaries understand the public s sensitivities to civilian deaths and have
sought to exploit them fourth during armed conflict the belief that the united states and its allies are
trying to avoid casualties most affects support for u s military operations both at home and abroad
fifth while strong majorities of americans typically give u s military and political leaders the benefit of
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the doubt when civilian casualty incidents occur this does not necessarily extend to foreign
audiences sixth when civilian casualty incidents occur it is at least as important to get the story right
as to get the story out finally attention to and concern about civilian casualties both at home and
abroad have increased in recent years and may continue to do so

The Casualty Gap
2010-04-28

a stark picture of war between the germans and the soviets including some very interesting
illustration fascinating if chilling reading firetrench the red army s casualties during the second world
war and the casualties sustained by the german army they fought are a key element in any
assessment of the conflict on the eastern front since the war ended over seventy years ago the
statistics have been a source of bitter controversy of claim and counterclaim as each generation of
historians has struggled to uncover the truth this contentious issue is the subject of this absorbing
book the figures reveal much about the way the war was fought and they demonstrate the enormous
human price the soviet union paid for its victory that is why the statistics have been so strongly
contested distortion and falsification by official historians have obscured the facts because the issue
has been so heavily politicized using recently declassified information from the russian archives the
authors focus in forensic detail on the way the figures were recorded and compiled and seek to
explain why so many years after the war the full truth about the subject is still far from our reach
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Misfortunes of War
2007-02-09

considers war initiation wartime politics war policies and war termination through the complex roles
played by citizen wartime casualties

The Price of Victory
2017-06-30

based on interviews conducted during the war with those who fled bombing as well as subsequent
research and analysis this challenges the report of allied commanders that they took every feasible
step to avoid civilian death and injury it also examines iraqi attacks on israel and saudi arabia

Costly Calculations
2021-07-08

an account of the tremendous losses suffered by the american merchant marine during the war
identifying those ships flying under the american flag including philippine vessels that the coast
guard and the navy documented as receiving damage or being lost through some action of the
enemy as well as the attendant circumstances of their loss browning uses the coast guard s
determination of a war casualty rather than the navy s survivors statements to define the entries
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includes an appended listing of poorly documented losses and a glossary annotation copyright by
book news inc portland or

Needless Deaths in the Gulf War
1991

this book addresses the inadequacies of just war theory and international law regarding civilian
rights developing new principles of individual restorative justice

U.S. Merchant Vessel War Casualties of World War II
1996

scott copy 1 from the john holmes library collection

A Comparative Study of World War Casualties from Gas and
Other Weapons
2012-10-01

this book discusses the psychological emotional and moral injuries suffered by those who fight if
healing is to occur veterans must accept what they already know the true nature of war as there is
no healing from mythology and illusion second a comprehensive and holistic treatment program for
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veteran s rehabilitative difficulties will be offered that goes beyond ptsd that is beyond traumatic
stress and deal with what has been termed moral injury

Just War Theory and Civilian Casualties
2017-08-10

a technical reference book covering soviet personnel and equipment losses in wars and other
military actions from the 1918 civil war to afghanistan

Losses of Life Caused by War
1923

in the aftermath of our worlds at war sgt rock now a general is back in action to lead the suicide
squad to victory or to death but can the new squad s leader come up with a plan to take on a
biological weapon that s gone out of control uncover who is really behind this new suicide squad in
these tales can rock s hastily formed team of deadshot killer frost major disaster reactron and
blackstarr stop trying to kill each other long enough to prevent the end of our entire planet as we
know it collects suicide squad 1 12 2001

Battle Casualties and Mental Statistics
1973
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from the korean war to the current conflict in iraq paying the human costs of war examines the ways
in which the american public decides whether to support the use of military force contrary to the
conventional view the authors demonstrate that the public does not respond reflexively and solely to
the number of casualties in a conflict instead the book argues that the public makes reasoned and
reasonable cost benefit calculations for their continued support of a war based on the justifications
for it and the likelihood it will succeed along with the costs that have been suffered in casualties of
these factors the book finds that the most important consideration for the public is the expectation
of success if the public believes that a mission will succeed the public will support it even if the costs
are high when the public does not expect the mission to succeed even small costs will cause the
withdrawal of support providing a wealth of new evidence about american attitudes toward military
conflict paying the human costs of war offers insights into a controversial timely and ongoing
national discussion

Medical Services
1931

this report provides u s war casualty statistics it includes data tables containing the number of
casualties among american military personnel who served in principal wars and combat actions from
1775 to the present it also includes data on those wounded in action and information such as race
and ethnicity gender branch of service and cause of death the tables are compiled from various
department of defense dod sources
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Beyond PTSD
2016

The First Casualty
1982

Soviet Casualties and Combat Losses in the Twentieth
Century
1997

Suicide Squad: Casualties of War
2021-06-29
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Paying the Human Costs of War
2009-02-09

American War and Military Operations Casualties
2015
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